i.
Z.
The concept of the fulcrum implies the use of key elements within the sentence (fulcra) as starting points for the searches performed by the algorithm.
This means that the algorithm, in searching through a sentence, does not simply progress from word to word, but in fact "skips" from fulcru:m to fulcrum. It performs a little search sequence each time it has reached a fulcrum, and goes on to the next fulcrum when this particular search is completed.
3.
The pass method means that not one but several passes are made at every sentence, each pass designed to identify a particular set of grammatical conditions pertinent to the recognition process. Consequently, each pass has its own set of fulcra and its own search sequences. The pass method reflects the orderly progression in which the determination of the structure of the sentence is made: first, the sentence components are identified individually, then the relations between components are established, and finally the structure of the sentence as a whole is established. To each of these intermediate parsing objectives there corresponds, roughly, a pass or series of passes in the algorithm.
The correspondence is not exact, because there are many ambiguities and irregularities interfering with the recognition process, and the design of the Fulcrum algorithm reflects these added complexities.
4.
The Fulcrum syntactic analyze~ has been implemented on two levels: (a) an earlier, less sophisticated version called Fulcrum I, which has been fully coded and is now capable of producing experimental translations; (b) a recent more" sophisticated version, called Fulcrum II, for which detailed plans have been drawn up and which, when implemented on a general-purpose computer, will be. capable of producing translations for practical use. It is expected that the complete implementation of the Fulcrum II will take four to six years.
5.
The major improvements in the Fulcrum II over Fulcrum I are the following:
a. The order of passes and individual search operations deviates further from the order of descriptive levels than was the case in Fulcrum I. This is due to the fact that the new search patterns are based primarily on the order in which the grarn_rnatical information becomes available to the program rather than the order in which a linguist would prefer to present his description. 
7.
Label nominal block or unassigned modifier as prepositional structure if thus found; label nominal block or unassigned modifier a~uational structure (e.g.,I~aK) if thus found; ~ unassigned adverb or He to prepositional structure when applicable (wipe out "unassigned" label); assign apposition or appositional modifier to prepositional structure.
8.
~ relative clause (using existing clause ries as previously set) to antecedent nominal block; attach additional coordinate relative clause s~licable.
. Assi n governed structures and complements (including complementary adverbs) to unassigned and/or governing modifiers, coordinate governed structures and complements when assignable to modifiers (including TaK... EaK H in coordination); assign governing modifier package to head if head is~'s-lro'u~d to the right, but not otherwise (wipe out "unassigned" label); indicate missing mandatory head.
I0. Assign dependent structure to unassigned comparative moor or adverb when the latter is followed by qeM ; assign dependent genitive structure to unassigned comparative modifier or adverb; assign prepositional structure to unassigned adverb; indicate missing mandatory head.
Predicate blocking sequence
As a general search instruction, do not cross commas, conjunctions, or dashes, except when coordination is called in a step. i.
Label infinitives and gerunds.
2. ~ adverbs to infinitive or gerund.
4.
biT 5 and us e government and compleme ntation codes of past passive predicative in the subsequent steps; coordinate past passive predicatives when applicable and use government and complementation codes of last past passive predicative in further processing.
Assign objects and complements to infinitive or gerund block, coordinate governed and complementary prepositional blocks and adverbs when applicable (note whether infinitive or gerund can govern a modifier and in that case wipe out "missing mandatory head" or "unassigned" label from governed modifier); assign previously packaged qTO-clauses and indirect questions to infinitive or gerund.
5.
. Coordinate infinitive or gerund blocks; coordinate past passive predicative blocks assigr~able to forms of 6hlTB when applicable.
Assign infinitive block to previously established nominal block when applicable.
7.
Indicate missing mandatory clause members when applicable. i.
Z.
4.
Resolve dash ambiguity (repeat predicative blocking sequence at MPS-C8 if dash is resolved as predicative).
Check for independent clause; interpret unattached commas, colons, and conjunctions as clause boundaries if surrounded by pote~ntial clauses (include flagged commas in search) or if likely, r{ght boundary of relative clause--if not, check for other possible coordinations---and establish status o-i rcoordinated clauses as dependent or independent; resolve status of hitherto unassigned H and TO (and similar pa~les).
unattached dependent clause s to nearest whole clause, eM-clauses to TeM-clauses.
5.
6.
7.
Check functional potential of remaining unassigned structures and assign if possible.
Label inserted structures as potential nominal blocks, appositions, apposition introducers, potential complements, separate clauses or inserted sentences, as applicable.
Label unattached independent clause as whole declarative sentence.
